We derive general bounds on the Type-III Seesaw parameters from a global fit to flavor and electroweak precision data. We explore and compare three Type-III Seesaw realizations: a general scenario, where an arbitrary number of heavy triplets is integrated out without any further assumption, and the more constrained cases in which only 3 or 2 (minimal scenario) additional heavy states are included. The latter assumption implies rather non-trivial correlations in the Yukawa flavor structure of the model so as to reproduce the neutrino masses and mixings as measured in neutrino oscillations experiments and thus qualitative differences can be found with the more general scenario. In particular, we find that, while the bounds on most elements of the dimension 6 operator coefficients are of order 10 −4 for the general and 3-triplet cases, the 2-triplet scenario is more strongly constrained with bounds between 10 −5 and 10 −7 for the different flavours. We also discuss how these correlations affect the present CMS constraints on the Type-III Seesaw in the minimal 2-triplet scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
The presence of a mass for at least two neutrinos is nowadays a well-established fact required by the observation of the neutrino oscillation phenomenon. However, the nature and the origin of this mass is far from being understood. One possibility is to simply add to the Standard Model (SM) particle content at least two right-handed neutrinos, in order to give a Dirac mass to them, as for the charged fermions. However, unless lepton number (LN) conservation is promoted to a new fundamental symmetry of the theory, Majorana masses for the right-handed neutrinos, inducing LN violation, would also be allowed at the Lagrangian level.
A rather appealing explanation for the origin of neutrino masses, accounting not only for their presence, but also for their smallness, are the Seesaw mechanisms, in which the new scale at which LN is broken is assumed to be much larger than the electroweak (EW) scale. Originally conceived with right-handed neutrinos (Type-I Seesaw) [1] [2] [3] [4] , they have later been considered in extensions of the SM involving scalar SU (2) triplets (Type-II) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and fermionic SU (2) triplets (Type-III) [10] . Besides these minimal tree level Seesaw models, a plethora of radiative models, also linked to the breaking of lepton number, can generate neutrino masses at the loop-level [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
In all these cases a new, heavy scale at which LN is violated is introduced and the smallness of neutrino masses, which in these scenarios are Majorana particles, is inversely proportional to this scale. Indeed, if the heavy degrees of freedom present at this scale are integrated out, the corresponding effective theory contains the unique d = 5 operator that can be constructed with SM fields [17] 
The coefficient in front of this operator depends on the high-energy completion of the SM but it is generically proportional to the Yukawa coupling of the new particles with the lepton doublets Y and inversely proportional to the mass of the heavy particles being integrated out M . In the minimal Seesaw models, light neutrino masses are typically obtained with O(1) Yukawas and very heavy scales, M ∼ M GU T ∼ 10 14 GeV. This picture, even if very appealing as a rationale for the smallness of neutrino masses, has two drawbacks: the new large scale introduced induces a hierarchy problem for the Higgs mass [18] and it is also impossible to test for all practical purposes. Indeed, all the other phenomenological consequences of the Seesaw models are driven by higher-dimensional operators. The leading new physics effects are expected to be generated by the d = 6 operators, which are inversely proportional to M 2 , giving extremely small effects, of the order of m ν /M . Moreover it is even more unlikely to directly produce and detect a particle of such a huge mass.
In order to overcome these shortcomings while retaining a natural explanation of the smallness of neutrino masses, variants such as the inverse [19, 20] or linear [21] Seesaws were introduced. In these scenarios the new physics scale can be kept low and the new couplings can also be sizable since the lightness of neutrino masses is instead guaranteed by a small parameter breaking LN, which is otherwise a conserved symmetry. In this way the new particles could be accessible at colliders and their effects in EW physics, arising through the d = 6 operator, can be sizable. These conditions can be realized in the context of the three minimal Seesaw models [22] .
In Refs. [23, 24] it has been shown that, if one introduces only 3 or even 2 right-handed neutrinos, the approximate LN symmetry only allows few textures for Y and M , rendering the model quite constrained and predictive. This applies to the Type-III Seesaw case as well, since the neutral component of the triplet behaves exactly like a right-handed neutrino. In this paper we will focus on the Type-III Seesaw realizations which have better collider prospects since the triplets are charged and can be Drell-Yan produced, in contrast to the Type-I Seesaw singlets. In particular, we will consider the scenarios with approximate LN conservation with only 2 or 3 triplets respectively, but also the most general scenario in which an arbitrary number of triplets is added without any further assumption. Our goal is to update the low energy constraints on the general case, and to set bounds on the restricted scenarios for the first time. Bounds on the general case were firstly derived in Ref. [24] and partially updated in Ref. [25] , while the other cases were considered mostly in relation to the LHC phenomenology [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] so far. In Ref. [32] bounds were derived for the general case with two triplets, imposing light neutrino mass constraints but without assuming approximate LN conservation.
Both CMS [33, 34] and ATLAS [35] have searched for fermionic triplets that decay like the ones introduced in the Type-III Seesaw model. In particular, CMS has set a lower bound on the heavy fermion triplet masses of 840 GeV assuming flavor universality in the Yukawa couplings, while the bound is relaxed to 390 GeV if only couplings to the τ flavor are considered [34] . However, even if a positive signal were found, this would not be enough to claim that the Type-III Seesaw has been tested, because a fingerprint of the relation with neutrino masses would still be missing. On the other hand, in the concrete models with 2 and 3 triplets outlined above, imposing the generation of neutrino masses implies stringent constraints on the parameters and consequently relations on the Branching Ratios. Thus, in case of a positive signal, it would be possible to test for this connection to the neutrino mass generation mechanism at the LHC. Therefore, while the goal of this paper is to set bounds on the considered models, its natural prosecution is the analysis of LHC phenomenology, partially carried out in Ref. [29, 30] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the parametrizations adopted for our analysis for the general and the two/three-triplet scenarios are introduced. In Section III, the set of observables that have been used to probe for the new extra triplets is described. In Section IV the results are presented and discussed. In Section V recasted LHC limits on the new physics scale of the two triplet scenario are presented, and finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II. TYPE-III SEESAW SCENARIOS AND PARAMETRIZATION
The Type-III Seesaw consists in the addition of n extra SU (2) fermion triplets with zero hypercharge Σ R = (Σ 1 , Σ 2 , Σ 3 ) to the Standard Model (SM) field content, leading to the following Lagrangian
where i = 1, ..., n, τ = (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 ) are the Pauli matrices,φ = iτ 2 φ * with φ the SM Higgs field, M Σ is the allowed Majorana mass matrix for the triplets and Y Σ the Yukawa couplings between the triplets and the Higgs. After EW symmetry breaking, the vev of the Higgs, v EW , generates Dirac neutrino masses
The neutral eigenstates of the electric charge Σ 0 ≡ Σ 3 mix with the active neutrinos playing a similar role to the right-handed neutrinos in the Type-I Seesaw, while the remaining components Σ 1 , Σ 2 combine into Dirac fermions that mix with the charged leptons. In the usual Seesaw limit, for M Σ m D , v EW , the heavy triplets can be integrated out to obtain a series of non renormalizable effective operators suppressed by the mass of the triplets. The least suppressed operator is the d = 5 Weinberg operator [17] given by Eq. (1) that generates Majorana masses for the active neutrinos after EW symmetry breakinĝ
where m = diag (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 ) and U = U 23 (θ 23 ) U 13 (θ 13 , δ) U 12 (θ 12 ) diag e −iα 1 /2 , e −iα 2 /2 , 1 is the unitary mixing matrix that diagonalizesm. At tree-level, only one d = 6 operator is generated [24] 
After symmetry breaking, the d = 6 operator directly modifies the coupling between leptons and the W and Z bosons 1 and also induces non-canonical neutrino and charged lepton kinetic terms [24] . Two unitary rotations are needed to diagonalize the d = 5 and d = 6 operators respectively. This, together with a rescaling to bring the neutrino and charged lepton kinetic terms to their canonical forms, finally induce non-unitary leptonic mixing, modifying not only the charged current (CC) lepton couplings but also the neutrino and charged lepton couplings to the Z. This leads to charged lepton Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) already at tree-level, not present in the Type-I Seesaw case. In the basis in which the neutrino and lepton kinetic terms are canonical and their mass matrices diagonal and staying at leading order in the coefficient of the d = 6 operator, their weak interactions read [24] L d≤6
where s W ≡ sin θ W , c W ≡ cos θ W , and η is the coefficient of the d = 6 operator given by the Hermitian matrix
Notice that the W couplings to neutrinos and charged leptons are now characterized by the non-unitary mixing matrix N ≡ (1 + η) U . In the decoupling limit of the triplets or when their couplings vanish η → 0 and N = U becomes the standard PMNS unitary matrix. Non-unitarity is also often parameterized through an equivalent "triangular" parameterization [36] [37] [38] . This parameterization is more convenient in the context of neutrino oscillation analyses and can be easily mapped to the Hermitian parameterization that will be considered in this work [39] . Notice, however, that, apart from the unitarity deviations in CC interactions, the Type-III Seesaw also induces modifications in neutral current (NC) interactions both with neutrinos and charged leptons. Moreover, in the Type-I and Type-III Seesaw the deviations from unitarity induced due to the presence of heavy fermions have opposite sign. Indeed, in the Type-I Seesaw with heavy right-handed neutrinos N of mass
, which is positive-definite by construction in both scenarios . This difference stems from the fact that in the Type-III case the unitarity deviations not only arise from the mixing of neutrinos and charged leptons with the heavy fermions, but also from a direct correction to the W couplings via the operator in Eq. (4), upon integrating out the heavy triplets which are in a non-trivial representation of SU (2). This also implies that the relation between CC and NC in the Type-III scenario is not simply a change of basis of the form N † N . Thus, NC matter effects in neutrino oscillations do not follow the usual pattern assumed in non-unitarity studies.
Below we will describe the three different Type-III Seesaw scenarios analyzed in the present work and its corresponding parameterizations.
A. General scenario (G-SS)
In this general scenario an arbitrary number of fermion triplets heavier than the EW scale is added to the field content without any further assumption. From now on we will refer to this unrestricted case as G-SS (general Seesaw). In this scenario, there are enough independent parameters for the coefficient of the d = 6 operator η to be completely independent from that of the d = 5 that induces the light neutrino mass matrixm. Therefore, η cannot be constrained by the light neutrino masses and mixings [40, 41] . We will thus treat all elements of η as independent free parameters in this scenario. Nevertheless, Eq. (7) shows that η is a positive-definite matrix and the Schwartz inequality holds
B. Three triplets Seesaw scenario (3Σ-SS)
We will also investigate the 3Σ-SS case defined by the following requirements:
• only 3 fermion triplets are added to the SM;
• the mass scale of the triplets is larger than the EW scale;
• even though the neutrino masses are small, large, potentially observable η is allowed;
• the small neutrino masses are radiatively stable.
It turns out that the only way to simultaneously satisfy these requirements is through an underlying LN symmetry [23, 24, 29, 30, 42] . In such a case we have
where i and µ i are small lepton number violating parameters. By setting all i = 0 and µ i = 0, LN symmetry is recovered if the 3 fermion triplets are assigned LN 1, −1 and 0 respectively. In this case, we find m i = 0 (3 massless neutrinos), (7), for the LN-conserving limit we find
The parameters θ α represent the mixing of the active neutrino ν α with the neutral component of the heavy Dirac fermion triplet that is integrated out to obtain the d = 5 and d = 6 operators. As can be seen, given the underlying LN symmetry, this mixing, and hence the d = 6 operator η, can be arbitrarily large while the d = 5 operator is exactly zero and neutrinos are massless. In other words, the d = 5 operator is protected by the LN symmetry while the d = 6 is not and hence an approximate LN symmetry can alter the naive expectation of the d = 6 operator being subdominant with respect to the d = 5.
When the small LN-violating parameters are not neglected so as to reproduce the correct pattern of masses and mixings, the following relation has to be satisfied [42] 
where only leading order terms in the Seesaw expansion have been considered andm contains the information on light neutrino masses and mixings through Eq.
(3). This extra constraint leads to correlations among the η matrix elements in Eq. (10) not present in the unrestricted scenario G-SS described above 2 . The value of the complex mixing θ τ is fixed by θ e and θ µ through Eq. (11), and by the SM neutrino masses and mixings, that are encoded in the d = 5 operatorm. Therefore, we will scan the allowed parameter space of the model using as free parameters θ e and θ µ , as well as the unknown parameters that characterizem, i.e. the Dirac phase δ, the Majorana phases α 1 and α 2 , the smallest neutrino mass and the mass hierarchy (which can be normal or inverted). We will also consider in the fit the constraint on the sum of the light neutrino masses (from Planck) Σm i < 0.12 eV at 95% CL [43] , while we use the best fit values values of the remaining oscillation parameters from Ref. [44] , since the present neutrino oscillation data constrains them well enough.
C. Two triplets Seesaw scenario (2Σ-SS)
The 2Σ-SS scenario is a particular case of the 3Σ-SS defined by the same conditions but with the addition of only two fermion triplets instead of three. Notice that this is the most economic realization of the Type-III Seesaw model able to account for the two distinct mass splittings observed in neutrino oscillation experiments.
Analogously to the 3Σ-SS scenario, for this case we have
where again i and µ i are small lepton number violating parameters which, once set to zero, imply LN conservation if the two triplets have LN 1 and −1 respectively. In this limit the mass eigenvalues of the full 6 × 6 mass matrix are M 1 = M 2 = Λ 2 + α (|Y Σα | 2 v 2 EW /2) 2 (which combine into a heavy Dirac pair) and the light neutrino masses vanish. Eq. (10) still holds, showing that large η entries are possible even in the LN-conserving limit with massless neutrinos. Analogously to the 3Σ-SS scenario, upon switching on the LN-violating parameters in Eq. (12), neutrino masses and mixingsm are generated. Given the reduced number of parameters in the Lagrangian, Eq. (3) now implies additional correlations
for normal hierarchy (NH) ,
and
for NH , (14) respectively as functions of θ e , δ, α 2 and the mass hierarchy. The remaining oscillation parameters are fixed to the value of their best fit from [45] .
where both options for the sign in front of the square root are possible but the same choice has to be taken for θ µ and θ τ . Therefore, θ µ and θ τ are both proportional to θ e . In other words, once the known oscillation parameters are fixed to their best fit values and the remaining unknown parameters 3 characterizingm (the Dirac phase δ, the Majorana phase α 2 and the mass hierarchy) are specified, the d = 6 operator is fixed up to an overall factor that we parametrize through θ e . 4 This same conclusion via a different parametrization was first derived in the context of the Type-I Seesaw in [22] , and applied to the Type-III Seesaw case in [29, 30] .
The parameters characterizing the low energy new physics effects and correlations among them in each of the three cases described in this section are summarized in Table I .
III. OBSERVABLES
In this section the leading order dependence on η αβ of the most constraining electroweak and flavor observables is presented and discussed. The SM loop corrections are relevant for these precision observables, and have therefore been taken into account [46] in the results presented in Section IV. However, in order to simplify the discussion, they will not be included in the analytic expressions of the observables presented in this section as we are interested in highlighting the corrections stemming from η αβ instead. On the other hand, the 3 In this minimal scenario one of the light neutrino masses is zero and one of the Majorana phases is nonphysical (α 1 can be set to zero). 4 θ e can thus be considered a real parameter since its associated phase becomes a global phase.
Diagrams contributing to the µ → eν iνj decay rate. At leading order in η αβ , the contribution of the LFV decay mediated by the Z boson is subleading and will be neglected.
1-loop contributions of the new degrees of freedom are not expected to play an important role on the determination of the bounds on η αβ , and therefore they will be neglected [42] . Finally, all the observables will be given in terms of α, M Z and G F as measured in µ decay, G µ [46] , making the SM predictions in terms of this three parameters
A summary of all the observables considered for the numerical fit is provided in Section III F, where we refer the reader not interested in the details of the η αβ dependence of each observable to be discussed in the following.
A. Constraints from µ-decay: M W and θ W The presence of new degrees of freedom modifies not only the CC interactions, but also the NC interactions leading to charged Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) already at tree level (see Eq. (6)). Therefore, the expected decay rate of µ → eν iνj will receive contributions mediated by both W and Z bosons, as shown in Figure 1 . The contribution mediated by the Z boson is however proportional to |η µe | 2 , and thus subleading with respect to the linear η ee and η µµ corrections present in the W exchange
Thus, the determination of G F itself through the muon decay acquires a correction from the d = 6 operator η αβ that will affect all other electroweak observables
In particular, the relation between G F and M W allows to constrain the elements η ee and η µµ through kinematic measurements of M W together with M Z and α, unaffected by η αβ In an analogous way, the weak mixing angle s 2 W determined by G µ , M Z and α acquires a dependence on η ee and η µµ
Thus, processes containing Z boson couplings to quarks or charged leptons allow to further constrain these parameters.
B. Constraints from Z decays
The different precision measurements performed by LEP and SLC at the Z peak become a powerful tool to study the extra contributions to the Z couplings under the presence of heavy fermion triplets. Among the possible observables containing Z decays, we found that the invisible decay of the Z, 6 rates of Z decays into different charged fermions, and 6 Z-pole asymmetries are the most relevant for the fit. Table III summarizes the expressions of these 13 observables at leading order in η αβ , together with the SM predictions and their experimental values.
Invisible Z decay
The invisible Z decay is corrected directly via the non-diagonal Z coupling to neutrinos and indirectly via Eq. (17)
where N ν = 2.990 ± 0.007 is the number of active neutrinos determined through the invisible Z decay measured by LEP [47] .
Z decays into charged fermions
The charged lepton NC interactions are also modified with respect to the SM (see Eq. (6)) and thus the decay rate of Z into charged leptons Γ Z → l αlα ≡ Γ l is directly sensitive to η αα
Observable SM prediction Experimental value TABLE III . List of flavor conserving observables containing Z couplings considered in the global fit: in the first column, the leading order corrections on the parameters η; in the second, the SM predictions (including loop corrections) [46] ; in the third, the experimental values [46] used in the fit.
where the indirect η ee and η µµ corrections from the determination of G F in muon decays have been explicitly added, while s 2 W implicitly introduces extra corrections via Eq. (19) . On the other hand, even though the Z boson couplings to quarks remain the same as in the SM, the decay rates of Z into quarks Γ (Z → qq) ≡ Γ q present indirect corrections from
where Q q and T q are the electric charge and the third component of the weak isospin of the given quark q, respectively. Here, η ee and η µµ corrections are also implicit in s 2 W . These Z decay rates into charged fermions are combined to construct the following observables
with Γ had ≡ q =t Γ q , and where Γ Z = Γ e + Γ µ + Γ τ + Γ inv + Γ had is the total Z width.
Z asymmetry parameters
Measurements of the Z-pole asymmetries, made by the LEP collaborations and by SLD at SLAC, are additional observables which include the polarization and the forward-backward asymmetry. These observables are ultimately sensitive to the combination (see for instance [46] )
In particular, including the Type-III Seesaw corrections at leading order, the corresponding expression for charged leptons with flavor α is given by
where s 2 W implicitly introduces extra η ee and η µµ corrections via Eq. (19) . In the quark case only these indirect corrections are present
C. Constraints from weak interaction universality tests
Lepton flavor universality of weak interactions can be probed for measuring ratios of decay rates of charged leptons, W , or mesons into charged leptons of different flavors. These decay rates mediated by the W boson acquire corrections proportional to (1 + 2η αα ), where α is the flavor of the corresponing charged lepton. By doing the ratio between different flavors, the uncertainties of the common variables involved in the two decays cancel out. The weak interaction universality ratios, given by
become thus powerful observables to indirectly probe for the existence of heavy fermion triplets. In the above equation, the phase space, chirality flip factors and SM loop corrections are encoded in Γ P α | SM , the SM expectation of the decay width of the parent particle P involving a charged fermion of flavor α. The decay rates containing the SM loop corrections from [48] have been used to derived the experimental constraints on R P αβ shown in Table IV .
D. Unitarity of the CKM matrix
Even though the Unitarity of the CKM quark mixing matrix is not directly affected in the Type-III Seesaw, the elements of the CKM matrix Vare measured through processes which are modified by the new degrees of freedom. These modifications will happen not only in a direct way via Eq. (6), but also in an indirect way through the determinations of G µ and s W via Eq. (17) and Eq. (19), as discussed above.
Observable SM prediction Experimental value R π µe = (1 + (η µµ − η ee )) 1 1.0042 ± 0.0022 Starting from the Unitarity relation among the three elements V uq of the CKM matrix, the following relation between |V ud | and |V us | is obtained:
where V ub = (4.13 ± 0.49) × 10 −3 [46] has been neglected since |V ub | 2 is much smaller than the present accuracy on |V us | 2 . In the following, the dependence on the η αβ parameters of the different processes used to constrain the CKM elements |V ud | and |V us | will be discussed. These observables will be incorporated in the global fit as a function of V us via Eq. (28) . Finally, |V us | will be treated as a nuisance parameter of the global fit, choosing its value in such a way that χ 2 is minimized for each value of the involved η αβ parameters. Table V summarizes the dependence on the η αβ parameters of the 9 observables constraining the CKM Unitarity used in the global fit and their experimental values.
Determination of |V ud | via Superallowed β decays
The best determination of |V ud | comes from Superallowed 0 + → 0 + nuclear β decays. It receives both a direct correction with (1 + η ee ) from the CC coupling to e in Eq. (6) , and an indirect one from G F via Eq. (17), resulting in the following expression 
TABLE V. List of observables testing the Unitarity of the CKM matrix used as input for the global fit: in the first column, the leading order corrections on the η parameters; in the second, the SM predictions; in the third, the experimental values [49] [50] [51] [52] used in the fit.
Determination of |V us |
|V us | is presently determined via the measurement of τ decays into K or π and semileptonic and leptonic K decays. In this work the values of the form factor f + (0) and decay constant f K /f π involved in these processes have been taken from Ref. [53] .
• Via τ decays The τ → Kν decay rate is proportional to the CKM element |V us | and is directly corrected via the τ CC coupling and indirectly via G µ |V τ →Kν
Notice that the present experimental value of V τ →Kν us given in Table V is in tension with other determinations [50] .
A complementary way to constrain |V us | is via the ratio Br (τ → Kν) /Br (τ → πν). In this case, the dependence on the η αβ parameters cancels out. Thus, this observable, sensitive to |V us |/|V ud |, remains unaffected by the presence of extra degrees of freedom. When combined with |V β ud | from Eq. (29), we obtain for V τ →K,π us V τ →K,π us = (1 − η µµ ) |V us | .
• Via K decays In the decay rate K → πl α ν α (with α = µ, e), the direct η µµ (η ee ) correction from the W coupling to µ (e) cancels with the indirect η µµ (η ee ) one introduced by G µ , leading to the following dependence on the new physics parameters
The present determinations of V K→πeν us and V K→πµν us come from measurements of the different decays of K L , K S and K ± listed in Table V . These observables have been included in the χ 2 of the global fit taking into account the correlation matrix [51] among them.
Finally, as in the V τ →K,π us case discussed above, the ratio Br (K → µν) /Br (π → µν) is sensitive to |V us |/|V ud | and independent of η . However, when the information of |V β ud | from Eq. (29) is introduced, an indirect dependence on η µµ is induced
E. LFV observables
In the Type-III Seesaw LFV processes can occur already at tree-level and they are driven by the off-diagonal |η αβ | parameters. The Lepton Flavour Conserving (LFC) processes discussed above constrain, on the other hand, the diagonal parameters |η αα |. In principle, these are two separate set of bounds since they constrain a priori independent parameters. However, η is a positive-definite matrix, and thus its off-diagonal elements η αβ are bounded by the diagonal ones via the Schwarz inequality given in Eq. (8) . Thus, the off-diagonal elements of η are bounded both directly via the LFV processes that will be discussed in this section, and indirectly via LFC processes. Furthermore, in the 3Σ-SS and 2Σ-SS cases, the Schwarz inequality is saturated to |η αβ | = √ η αα η ββ (see Eq. (10)) and thus the LFV observables will be included together with the LFC ones in the global fit.
In the following, the most relevant LFV processes are described. Notice that since these observables are already proportional to |η αβ | 2 , the additional dependence on η from G µ and s W is subleading and, therefore, it will be neglected in the remainder of this section. Table VI summarizes the present experimental bounds and future sensitivities to |η αβ | associated to each LFV process.
µ → e conversion in nuclei
The branching ratio for µ−e conversion in nuclei with atomic number Z and mass number A 100 normalized to the total nuclear muon capture rate Γ capt is given by [60] R µ→e [56] τ → eee |η τ e | < 3.4 · 10 −4 [46] |η τ e | < 2.9 · 10 −5 [57] τ → µµµ |η τ µ | < 3.0 · 10 −4 [46] |η τ µ | < 2.9 · 10 −5 [57] τ → eµµ |η τ e | < 3.0 · 10 −4 [46] |η τ e | < 2.6 · 10 −5 [57] τ → µee |η τ µ | < 2.5 · 10 −4 [46] |η τ µ | < 2.6 · 10 −5 [57] Z → µe
τ → eγ |η τ e | < 7.2 · 10 −3 [46] |η τ e | < 1.2 · 10 −3 [59] τ → µγ |η τ µ | < 8.4 · 10 −3 [46] |η τ µ | < 1.2 · 10 −3 [59] where Z eff is the effective atomic number due to the screening effect, F (q) is the nuclear form factor as measured from electron scattering, and
Γ capt is also measured experimentally with good precision and therefore, information on η µe can be extracted from Eq. (35) in a nuclear-model independent fashion. The strongest experimental bound on this LFV transition is stated by µ to e conversion in 48 22 Ti, measured by the experiment SINDRUM II [54] . In this case, Z eff 17.6 and F (q −m µ ) 0.54 [60] , Γ capt (2.590 ± 0.012) · 10 6 s −1 [61] , and Eq. 
The corresponding bound on |η µe | is shown in Table VI . This is the strongest present bound on |η µe |. The future PRISM/PRIME [55] sensitivity to this parameter is expected to be improved by three orders of magnitude.
LFV 3-body lepton decays
The LFV decay rate of a lepton with flavor α into three leptons with flavor β = α is given by
while the τ decay rate into two leptons with flavor β = τ and one with flavor α = β, τ reads
The corresponding bounds are listed in Table VI . The τ decays into three leptons set the present and near-future most constraining bounds on |η τ e | and |η τ µ |.
LFV Z and h decays
The decay rate of Z and Higgs fields into two leptons of different flavors is given by
respectively. Although these processes are not competitive with respect to LFV lepton decays and µ → e conversion in nuclei, we list the bounds on |η αβ | they would lead to in Table VI .
Radiative decays
Finally, radiative decays of the type l α → l β γ would be induced at loop-level [24, 62] 
The present bound on |η µe | from MEG [63] together with the bounds from τ → eγ and τ → µγ are listed in Table VI . Even though in other extensions of the SM µ → eγ is the dominant LFV channel, in the Type-III Seesaw other LFV transitions, as µ to e conversion in nuclei, can already occur at tree level and therefore set more stringent bounds than those stemming from radiative decays.
F. Summary
Summarizing, the following set of 43 observables will be used to derive the most updated global constraints on the Type-III Seesaw parameters:
• the mass of the W boson: M W ;
• the invisible width of the Z: Γ inv ;
• 6 ratios of Z fermionic decays: R e , R µ , R τ , R c , R b and σ 0 had ; • 6 Z asymmetry parameters: A e , A µ , A τ , A b , A c and A s ;
• 8 ratios of weak decays constraining EW universality: R π µe , R π τ µ , R W µe , R W τ µ , R K µe , R K τ µ , R l µe and R l τ µ ; • 9 weak decays constraining the CKM Unitarity;
• 12 LFV processes: µ to e conversion in Ti, 5 rare lepton decays, 3 radiative decays and 3 Z LFV decays.
The expressions for these observables in the Type-III Seesaw model, the SM predictions and the experimental values are given in Tables II-VI .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With all the observables introduced in the previous section, a χ 2 function has been built under the assumption of gaussianity so as to test the bounds that the experimental constraints can set globally on the Type-III Seesaw parameters. In order to achieve an efficient exploration of the parameter space of the three scenarios introduced in Section II, particularly for the G-SS and 3Σ-SS scenarios which are characterized by a relatively large number of parameters, a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method has been employed.
For each scenario, O(10 7 ) distinct samples have been generated through 20 chains running simultaneously, achieving a convergence for all the free parameters better than R − 1 < 0.0008 [64] . These scans are sufficiently well-sampled to allow a frequentist analysis by profiling the χ 2 function of the different subsets of parameters, obtaining the 1D and 2D contours for the preferred regions. The processing of the chains has been performed with the MonteCUBES [65] user interface.
We will show our individual constraints on the d = 6 effective operator coefficients η αβ , but also the 2D allowed regions projected in the √ 2η αα − 2η ββ planes for the three cases under study. In the 3Σ-SS and 2Σ-SS scenarios √ 2η αα = θ α is the mixing of the active neutrino ν α with the neutral component of the heavy Dirac fermion triplet (see Eq. (10)). Therefore, our results in the G-SS projected on the √ 2η αα − 2η ββ can be easily compared with the corresponding bounds on the mixing for the the 3Σ-SS and 2Σ-SS scenarios. For completeness, the individual bounds on 2|η αβ | (the mixing |θ α | in the 3Σ-SS and 2Σ-SS cases) are also reported in Appendix A.
A. General scenario (G-SS)
In this scenario all the elements of the d = 6 operator η αβ are independent free parameters in the fit. In Fig. 2 we present the 2 dof frequentist allowed regions of the parameter space at 1σ, 90%, and 2σ in red, black and cyan, respectively, projected in the √ 2η ee − 2η µµ (left Table VII . With the information on the diagonal elements, and due to the fact that η is a positive-definite Hermitian matrix, bounds on the off-diagonal elements can be derived via Eq. (8) . These values, collected in the first column of Table VII , are derived from data sets independent from the LFV processes discussed in Sec. III E and thus we will refer to them as LFC. In the second column (LFV) of Table VII we show the present constraints on the off-diagonal parameters directly derived from the set of LFV observables considered in Sec. III E. Regarding the bounds on the diagonal parameters, both |η ee | and |η µµ | are O (10 −4 ) while the constraint on |η τ τ | is ∼ 3 − 4 times weaker. The constraints from the LFC and LFV independent sets of data are remarkably similar in magnitude for the η τ e and η τ µ elements, O (10 −4 ), being the LFV ones slightly more constraining. For the η µe element, however, the extremely stringent constraint from µ to e conversion in nuclei allows to set an O (10 −7 ) upper bound, three orders of magnitude stronger than the one derived from the LFC data set.
B. Three and two triplets Seesaw scenarios (3Σ-SS and 2Σ-SS)
When the number of fermion triplets is ≤ 3, Eq. (10) is saturated to an equality |η αβ | = √ η αα η ββ , and thus the LFV processes, which a priori constrain only the off-diagonal elements of η, will also contribute to the bounds on the diagonal elements.
In Figure 3 (Figure 4) we present the 2 dof frequentist contours on the mixings |θ α | at 1σ, 90% CL, and 2σ in red, black and cyan, respectively for the 3Σ-SS (2Σ-SS) scenario. The left panels show the allowed regions in the plane |θ e | − |θ µ | while the right panels show the allowed regions in the plane |θ e | − |θ τ |, for normal (top panels) and inverted (bottom panels) neutrino mass hierarchy.
The pronounced hyperbolic shape of the contours on the |θ e | − |θ µ | plane of Figure 3 are driven by the fact that in this scenario the product of both mixings is directly bounded by µ to e conversion in Ti nuclei. The allowed parameter space is thus dramatically reduced with respect to the G-SS scenario, even if the bounds on the individual parameters are similar. On the other hand the correlation shown in the right panels of the same Figure is determined by the constraints due to the generation of the light neutrino masses and mixing reflected in Eq. (11) . To be precise, in the 3Σ-SS scenario, θ τ is determined by θ e , θ µ and the light neutrino free parameters. As can be observed in Figure 4 , these features are even more pronounced in the minimal scenario with 2 fermion triplets 2Σ-SS since the three mixings are directly proportional to θ e with a proportionality constant which depends only on the light neutrino free parameters (see Eqs. (13) and (14)). The overall scale of the three mixings is thus controlled by the most constraining observable, namely µ to e conversion in nuclei, which sets quite stringent individual bounds on all θ α . The particular correlations observed arise because in this minimal model the flavour structure is completely determined by the light neutrino parameters. The constraints on the corresponding η αβ elements in both scenarios, and for both hierarchies, are summarized in Table VII . The individual bounds on the 3Σ-SS case are pretty similar to the G-SS scenario, however they are considerably stronger in the 2Σ-SS, ranging from O(10 −5 ) to O(10 −7 ). Finally, notice that in the 3Σ-SS case the results for both light neutrino hierarchies are similar. However, in the 2Σ-SS scenario, the hierarchy has a strong impact in the results since it is a very relevant input regarding the constrained flavor structure of this minimal model (see Eqs. (13) and (14)).
V. PRESENT LHC BOUNDS ON THE (2Σ-SS AND 3Σ-SS) NEW PHYSICS SCALE
In contrast to the Type-I Seesaw, the Type-III has better prospects to detect the neutrino mass mediator, since the heavy fermion triplets are charged under the SM gauge group. The minimal 2Σ-SS and next to minimal 3Σ-SS symmetry protected scenarios are particularly interesting since the constrained Yukawa flavor structure offers the possibility of testing this neutrino mass generation mechanism. The potential of the LHC regarding this possibility has been already analyzed in [29] and, more recently, in [30] in the context of the 2Σ-SS model.
Here we will simply recast the present most constraining CMS bounds on the new physics scale of the 2Σ-SS and 3Σ-SS models. In Ref. [34] bounds on the fermion triplet masses were derived in a simplified model with just one triplet as a function of the individual branching fractions
The analysis includes 13 TeV LHC data with 35.9 fb −1 collected by the CMS experiment in 2016. The results can be interpreted as conservative constraints on the minimal 2Σ-SS and next to minimal 3Σ-SS scenarios with branching fractions
where θ α should satisfy Eqs. (13) and (14) in the 2Σ-SS, and Eq. (11) in the 3Σ-SS. In contrast to the simplified model of Ref. [34] , the 2Σ-SS has two quasi-degenerate triplets with the same branching fractions instead of one. Therefore, a full dedicated analysis would yield somewhat stronger constraints than the ones summarized here. The 3Σ-SS has also two quasi-degenerate triplets with the same branching fractions but includes, in addition, another triplet which has no impact in the CMS analysis since its Yukawa couplings are extremely small and it would thus not decay inside the detector. In Fig. 5 we show the lower bounds on the heavy fermion triplet masses M Σ derived by the CMS collaboration in Ref. [34] and applied to the 2Σ-SS scenario. Notice that only a part of the B α parameter space, shown by the colored regions, is allowed since in this minimal model B α only depends on the light neutrino parameters. The general lower bounds on the new physics scale of this minimal model are indicated by the colored numbers in bold face in Fig. 5 and given by M Σ 700 (750) GeV , for NH (IH). These same correlations from Eqs. (13) and (14) imply that, in case of a discovery in searches such as those by the CMS collaboration, the measurement of the different B α allows a direct test of this scenario and the ability to rule out its connection to the origin of neutrino masses. Conversely, the 3Σ-SS scenario has more freedom, particularly given our present lack of knowledge on the absolute neutrino mass scale, the mass hierarchy and the Majorana phases. Hence, the full area bellow B e + B τ = 1 in Fig. 5 is allowed for both NH and IH. Therefore, for the 3Σ-SS case, the present lower bound on the new physics scale is relaxed to M Σ 390 GeV [34] . A direct test of this scenario would also require additional information on the absolute neutrino mass scale and the Majorana phases. On the other hand, if the mass of the decoupled fermion triplet is at the LHC reach, a potential characteristic signal of this model would be the decay into a long lived heavy charged component of the triplet and missing energy: pp → W ± → Σ 0 Σ ± . 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have performed a global fit to present lepton flavor and electroweak precision data to constrain the Type-III Seesaw as the mechanism to generate the light neutrino masses. We have presented our constraints in terms of the mixing among the neutral component of the heavy fermion triplets and the SM neutrinos or, equivalently, the coefficient of the effective dimension 6 operator generated upon integrating out the heavy fermions. We have analyzed a completely general scenario in which an arbitrary number of heavy fermion triplets is added to the SM field content (G-SS), and the 3Σ-SS and 2Σ-SS scenarios in which three and two fermion triplets are considered respectively. In order for these constraints to be meaningful, the d = 6 operator cannot be suppressed neither by the heavy new physics scale nor by the small Yukawa couplings, which are naively required to explain the smallness of neutrino masses. This is possible, and technically natural, if the smallness of neutrino masses is explained with an approximate lepton number (LN) symmetry. These symmetryprotected scenarios are particularly interesting since the smallness of neutrino masses is suppressed not only by the new physics scale but also by the small parameters breaking LN. As a result, new physics scales close to the EW scale can be realized leading to a potentially testable phenomenology.
Once the heavy fermions are integrated out from the low energy spectrum, all the new physics effects are encoded in the coefficient of the d = 6 effective operator, η. The results of our global fit are summarized in Table VII . At the 2σ level, the upper bounds on η αβ are O(10 −4 ) for both the G-SS and 3Σ-SS, with the notable exception of η µe at O(10 −7 ). As expected, LFV observables play a very relevant role in all the scenarios since FCNC are already present at tree level. In particular, µ to e conversion in Ti sets the most constraining present bound: η µe < 3.0 · 10 −7 . This is indeed a very promising channel since the future PRISM/PRIME experiment is expected to improve the sensitivity by three orders of magnitude. Interestingly, in the G-SS scenario, the direct bounds from LFV processes on the remainingh off-diagonal η parameters are comparable to the indirect LFC bounds derived from the Schwarz inequality given in Eq. (8) . The individual bounds are rather similar for the G-SS and 3Σ-SS scenarios. However, when the results are projected in two dimensions a drastic reduction of the 3Σ-SS allowed parameter space with respect to the G-SS can be observed. This is mainly due to the Schwarz inequality saturating to an equality when only three or less triplets are considered so that the stringent constraints from µ to e conversion propagate to other elements. Moreover, the constraint stemming from the light neutrino mass generation leads to additional flavor correlations in the 3Σ-SS. The minimal 2Σ-SS scenario is even more constrained since in this case only the overall scale of the d = 6 effective operator coefficient η αβ is free, while its flavor structure is completely determined by the light neutrino masses and mixings. This overall scale is then bounded by the most stringent observable, namely µ to e conversion in nuclei. Thus, the bounds on this scenario are much stronger ranging from O(10 −6 ) to O(10 −7 ), with the exception of η ee for IH which is of the order of O(10 −5 ).
Although a previous analysis of the Type-III Seesaw global bounds applying to the G-SS was performed more than ten years ago in Ref. [24] , the bounds derived in this work represent the most updated set of constraints for this scenario. The upper bounds on η ee and η µµ have improved by one order of magnitude, while the constraints on η τ τ and the offdiagonal elements of η have improved by a factor 3 approximately with respect to Ref. [24] . To our knowledge, there are no similar previous analysis of the 3Σ-SS and 2Σ-SS cases, with the exception of Ref. [32] in which the case with two triplets without explicitly requiring approximate LN conservation was also analyzed. Our constraints obtained for the 2Σ-SS case apply also to the scenario analyzed in Ref. [32] since approximate LN conservation is required to saturate the constraints from EW precision and LFV observables.
The indirect searches analyzed in this work are strongly complementary to collider searches since only the latter can be directly sensitive to the new physics scale of the model. This is particularly relevant in the symmetry-protected scenarios in which the new physics scale can be at the reach of LHC. Furthermore, in contrast to the Type-I Seesaw, in which the right handed neutrinos are singlets of the SM gauge group, in the Type-III Seesaw the fermion triplets are charged under SU (2), and thus its production is not necessarily penalized by the mixing. In case of a discovery at colliders, the exciting prospect of directly testing the origin of neutrino masses presents itself. Indeed, in the minimal 2Σ-SS scenario the requirement to reproduce the observed masses and mixings implies correlations among the triplet branching ratios that are directly testable. We have exploited these correlations to recast the present limits on the new physics scale M Σ . The most constraining bounds are from CMS and lead to the lower bound M Σ 700 (750) GeV for NH (IH). On the other hand, in the 3Σ-SS case, there is at present enough freedom given our lack of knowledge on the neutrino mass hierarchy, absolute mass scale and Majorana phases to avoid additional constraints so that the lower bound is the one set by CMS in a general scenario, M Σ 390 GeV. However, with future information on these presently unknown parameters, this scenario would also imply non-trivial testable correlations. 2σ < 0.041 -< 0.036 < 0.028 < 3.5 · 10 −3 < 1.7 · 10 −3 2η eµ , |θ e θ µ | 1σ < 0.015 < 6.5 · 10 −4 < 6.5 · 10 −4 < 6.5 · 10 −4 < 6.5 · 10 −4 < 6.5 · 10 −4 2σ < 0.020 < 7.7 · 10 −4 < 7.7 · 10 −4 < 7.7 · 10 −4 < 7.7 · 10 −4 < 7.7 · 10 −4 The most stringent constraint in the G-SS is highlighted in bold face. In the 3Σ-SS and 2Σ-SS the bounds on θ α for normal (NH) and inverted hierarchy (IH) are shown. As an overall constraint on each scenario, the less stringent bound is highlighted in bold face.
